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A circular scale of time is proposed and applied to the calculation of the Rayleigh-Schrödinger
perturbation energy for a non-degenerate state.

1. Introduction
In physics, time is - in principle - a coordinate: in
a non-relativistic theory this coordinate may vary in
dependently of the spatial coordinates, whereas in a
relativistic case the time coordinate is coupled with its
spatial counterparts. This situation holds equally for
classical and quantum physics. A scale of time is then
assumed in which the time coordinate may vary from
a minus infinity called the "past" to a plus infinity
called the "future". A time scale of this kind we call
linear, see Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Linear time scale. P-past, F-future, B, E-beginning
and end points on the scale.
One of the applications of a time scale is perturba
tion theory. In reality, the perturbation calculation
based on a linear scale of time is quite complicated: we
construct the time-dependent vacuum amplitude for a
given perturbation order, then calculate its logarithm
and differentiate with respect to time, see e.g. [1]. Go
ing with the time variable, corrected by an imaginary
infinitesimal part, to infinity we find all the compo
nents of the perturbation series. The procedure is not
straightforward, especially because there exists a dia
grammatical representation for the vacuum amplitude
but not for the limit of the logarithmic time derivative,
exhibiting some lack in the diagrammatical represen
tation for the individual terms of the perturbation
series.
The purpose of the present paper is to indicate that
a time scale which is different from linear may be - at
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Fig. 2. Formation of a circular time scale. B and E - begin
ning and end points on the scale merge.
least in some cases - also of use. This is done for the
perturbation calculation of a non-degenerate and
non-relativistic quantum-mechanical energy state. The
applied scale is topologically equivalent to a circle,
which means that the end point and the beginning
point on the scale merge, see Figure 2. A scale of this
kind may occur also to be more natural for some clas
sical systems, for example a perfect harmonic oscilla
tor: since there is no physical parameter in such an
oscillator which enables us to distinguish between one
and another oscillation periods, the same should apply
to the time variable.
2. Rayleigh-Schrödinger One-Particle Perturbation
Theory
The non-relativistic Rayleigh-Schrödinger (RS) per
turbation theory can be useful even to a high pertur
bation order, see e.g. [2], As mentioned above, the
perturbation energy AE of a one-particle system in
state n can be represented with the aid of the timedependent quantum vacuum amplitude R{t) for this
system [1], This amplitude is the sum of probability
amplitudes for all various ways, the system can start
from its initial (unperturbed) state, scatter on a pertur
bation potential V(r) zero, one, or more times and
return to the unperturbed state. The linked-cluster
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theorem gives
AE =
=

lim / — \r\ R(t)
r-oo(l-ij|) df

(1)

lim i - < j ( - l ) F „ J d r 1/Gö(M,f1- f 1)+ I l
•00(1-.»,) df |
0
p*n

where ij is an infinitesimal, yet positive number; for an
unperturbed energy state Ek we have
Gö(k,t2- t l) = i 0 tl- ,2e x p { -iE k(t2- t l)},

the RS expression for Zl£ of order N is given by [5]

(2)

S\' —

= i for t2 = t
Gq(K f2 ti) = —i&,2- tl exp{ —iEk(t2—t 1)},
= 0 for

= 0 if

lim /' —
r- oo(l-iff) df

+

(4)

+

+

where in the square brackets we have the 1st, 2nd,
3rd, 4th... order diagrams. The representation corre
sponds to a sequence of scattering events f1,f2,f3,f4...
which can be arranged, however, in different ways.
For example, for a fourth perturbation order, the scat
tering events - beyond ft - can be arranged as
3' U,
4' h ,
A, 12,
3' t2,
2' h ,
2' h .

for any N > 3.
The purpose and procedure of the next sections is
twofold. On the first step we show that AE can be
obtained on the basis of a single matrix element for a
perturbation potential under the condition that we

+

a

+

+

(5)

apply some postulates concerning the sequence of
scattering events on a circular time scale. On the sec
ond step we show for this scale that the same combi
nation of the scattering events which leds to AE gives
also corresponding diagrams for the RS terms.

3. Time Scale and the Main Term of the RS Theory

(6)

which exhausts all linked diagrams of order 4 which
enter representation (5). In effect, the number L v of the
linked diagrams of order N entering (5) is
LN= ( N - 1)!

(9)

SN Ln

t2= t x;

f2< f 1?

o

(8)

leading evidently to

(3)

Km» Kip'--- are the matrix elements between the un
perturbed one-particle wave functions and the pertur
bation potential. A graphical representation of (1) is

AE =

(2N —2)\
N l(N -\)l'

(7)

This is not a satisfactory situation since, in fact, the
number of terms which are given, for example, by the
Brueckner-Huby bracketing technique [3. 4] and enter

Similarly to Sect. 2 we assume the N-th order per
turbation to be connected with N time intervals
i' ) ■
It'
{*"}'■

'(01) < f < f(i)

n^p,

f(02)< t"< f(2)' P-+Q

V I ■ MON) ^ 1

(N)

(10)

during which a system from its initial state n comes
back to this state. During the first interval n is scat
tered to p. during the second one p is scattered to q, in
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the last interval z is scattered back to n; for N = 1 we
have obviously the n~*n scattering. [The superscripts
of t in (10) for time intervals further than the third one
will be written in Roman style.] We postulate that a
part of AE which correspods to N, called AEiN), is
zl£(N) = £ J £ c(iV),
c

t) V(r) ^ ( r , t),

(11)

where r(N) is the length of the last time interval in a
cycle,
iK M ) = e x p { - i£ at} < p » ,
(12)
ij/ß(r, t) = exp{ - i E ßt} (pß{r),

(12a)

(h = l) and the symbol S means that integrations have
c
to be performed in (11) over all time intervals in a

u»r

d /' '
t -'(02)

j d / j ' 1' i dt' exp {iE„ t'} (p*{r) V(r') exp {—/£pr'} cpp(r')
t'=t(01)
(14)
= Unp(En- E F
• [exp {i(En- Ep) f(1)} - exp {i(En- E p) r(01)}],

where the sum is extended over all allowed sequence
(cyles) of the time intervals for a given N. Any AE(CN)
contributed by a cycle is obtained from the equation
A E ^ iz (N) = S jd r j idt
c

Putting ß = p, the first component in (11) is [see (10)
and (13)]

where
UHP = S (p*(O V(r') cpp(r) dr' = (n\V \p} .

We assume the upper limit of {t'} to be a definite
number, but the lower limit is an undefined number.
Therefore, the second term within the square brackets
in (14) oscillates, giving an average value tending to
zero. This will apply to the value at the lower limit of
any integral over t, the example of which is repre
sented in (14). On the other hand, we postulate that
the upper limit f(1) becomes within the second time
interval {t"} equal to the variable t", viz.
f(i>=> f \

(16)

so the integration over the intervals {t'}, {t"} together
with that performed over r', r" gives

cp*p(r") V(r") exp {—iEqt"} (pq{r") exp{i(E„ —Ep) t'

1
1
= UnD--------2)) =c/."P f _ f u„PQ f _f exp {i(En- E q) ta)}
nP f _ f UDa----------exp{i(£
PI V _ f
r t. \ n- E a)q>t"}\\,
J 11 ::<
-t(02
^n ^p
^n ^q
n
n ^q

given cycle. Because of (12) and (12 a) the integration
over r and t in (11) can be separated. The integral over
r extended over the whole space we call the static part
of the matrix element (11), whereas the integral over t
is a kinetic part of this element. The static part gives
a constant, whereas the kinetic part is a value depen
dent on the limits of the time interval. We see from (10)
that i t ) of a given time interval is equal to iJjß(r, t)
of a preceding interval. Moreover, iJ/X(r, t) = \]/n(r, t) for
any t belonging to {?'}, the first time interval, and
il/ß(r, t) = ij/n(r, t) for any t belonging to {t(N)}, the last
time interval in each cycle. During any of the time
intervals {t'}, {t "} ... {t<N)} the space-dependent per
turbation potential does not change its form, so

(17)

on the condition that the reasoning concerning the
limits of {t'} presented below (15) is applied also ifi the
case of the limits of {t"}. The calculation procedure
can be extended to an arbitrary number of intervals
(10) accompanied by the integration done over the
corresponding space variable and the potential (13). In
case {f'"} is a last interval in a cycle we obtain as total
result of the integration over {t'}, {t"}, {t'"} and those
over r', r", r"':
1
<"'='<3)
1
jd r'"
J idt"
Unp E —En Upq En- E
t -'(03)
•exp{iEqt"'} (p*(r"') V(r"')
■exp { - 1Ent'"} cpn(/'"') exp {i(En- E q) t'"}
= unP t t V
irz ir v « » '
£ n ^p
n ^q
where - similarly to (16) - we have put under the
integral

V(r') =V(r),
V(r") =V(r),
V(r^ ) = V(r).

(15)

(13)

t(2) = t'".

(19)
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Expression (18) substituted into (11) gives AE{c3)= AE ^ ,
which we call the main term of AE{i). Similarly AE{^ ]
can be obtained for any N in the way indicated above,
which means that the upper limit t(v_ 1} of an interval
{r(v-1)} enters the next interval {f(v)} as a variable r(v).

{t(N 1)}<{r(JV)} - may be violated. For example, for
N = 4 we may have the following time contractions:

4. Elimination principle for equal times

and

Our purpose is now to get the remainder of SN—1
terms AEi*) which enter AEiN) beyond AE^K A guide
to find the cycles for the components of the peturbation series other than AE{^ ] is the elimination princi
ple. In the calculations of Sect. 3, (10), we assumed
tacitly that the time variable in any interval is larger
than in a preceding interval:
ft'\
\ ( < f{t")\c (t"'\
{ f<
<r

< { t(N~1)}<{tw }

(20)

The elimination principle assumes that the sequence
given in (20) - except for the last inequality

Fig. 3. Circular scale with N time intervals on it; v represents
the beginning-end (BE) point on the scale.

{*'}={*"}.

(2D

{*"} = {*"'}.
{r'} ={f"},

(21a)
(21b)

ft'\J —ft"\
l / - lt"'\
\ !•

(21c)

We shall demonstrate that any of the allowed contrac
tions represent a term of the RS series; in effect, for
N = 4 the contractions (21)—(21 c) together with the
main term represented by the sequence
{ t'} < { t"} < { t'"} < { n

(20a)

(and calculated according to Sec. 3) give the total
number
(2*4 —2)! _ 6!
=5
4! (4 -1 ) _ 4!~3!

(22)

of the perturbation terms of order 4. The allowed
contractions can be chosen according to the following
topological rule. Let us set consecutively N time inter
vals on a circular scale of time beginning from some
point v which is also the end point on the scale; see
Figure 3. If all N —1 points beyond v representing the
interval ends are projected to any other point different
from v in the way that projection lines do not cross we

Fig. 6. Example of the forbidden
contraction on a circular time scale.

N-1
\
1 = 2 = 4 = N-1
/
Fig. 5.
Fig. 4 and 5. Examples of the allowed contractions on a circular time scale.
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obtain the time contractions for all terms of the RS
series of order N. The examples of corresponding allowed diagrams are represented in Figs. 4 and 5; an
example of a forbidden diagram is represented on Figure 6. In the present Section we show how contractions may give the perturbation terms. First we postulate that a contraction between two intervals which
have the end points say p and q, see (10), leads to an

so contraction (21) together with (23) and (23 a) gives
during the second interval
t,=
Unp(En—£ p)-1 J d(r' = r")
j
id(t' = t")
t' =t" =tinu
t
(01) =
-'(02)
. eXp |/ £ (f = f"U (p*(r' = r") y —r")
' exP\ —i(Eq= Ep)(t = t )} (pq=p(r = r )

equality

exp {i(E„-Ep)(t' = t")}

exp{- i E pt'} (pp(r') = e x p { -iE qt"} (pq(r") (23)
for any f, t", r', and r", so
E = E q;

=Unp(E „-E )~1 Upp{En- E p)~l
. exp{/(£n- £ p)(r(1) = r(2))};

(25)

(23 a)

a similar contraction between p and r would mean
exp { - i E / } <pp(r') = exp {—i £ r t'"} (pr(r"') (24)
£ _£ .
(24 a)

the last term under the inte§ral comes from (14a)'
and (21). On the other hand, in order to make use of
the contractions (21 a) and (21 b) we take - on the first
step - the result (17) of the integrations done over {t'},

etc. We apply (23)-(23a) and (23)-(24a), respectively,
in the calculation of the RS terms represented by (21)
i
i
and (21 b). The first interval of time gives, see (14) and UnP £ _ £ uPq £ _ £ exP {'(En - Eq)hd)
inferences below (15),

(17a)

Unp{En- E py l exp{z'(£„-£p) t(1)},
(14a)_and next apply equalities of the kind given in (23)___________________________________________ _(24 a). For the case of (21 a) we obtain
1
1
„
f"=«"' =t(2)=t<3)
unp— — Upq- — — Jd(r" = r'")
j
id{t" = t"') exp{iEq(t" = t"')} < ( r " = F") V(r" = r"')
n ^p
n ^q
t" =t'" =f(02)='(03)
■exp{-i(Er = Eq)(t" = t"')} (pr=q(r" = r"') exp{/(£„ —£^)(f" = £"')} =

n ^p

^pq t t ^ t t Uqq
^n
q
^n ^ q

•exp {i(En- E q)(t[2) = t{3))},

(26)

whereas for the case of (21 b) we have
UMP—
^n

1

1
„
'' =',"=«(l)=t(3)
— UM-=— z r j d(r' = n
j
/ d(f = f") exp {iEq(f = ?")} cp*(r' = n
n ^q
f =f" =t(0i)=t(03)
•e x p { -/(£ r= £ p)(t' = r ) } ^ ( ^ O e x p ^ - ^ U W

'') } ^

^n ^p

V(/ = /")

n

q

^n ^p

■exp{i(£n—£ p)(r(1) = t(3))}.

(27)

In case of the contraction (21c) we apply - on the first step - the result for (21) given in (25). We have
Unp{En- E py 2 Upp\d{r' = n

' ' f " I<3' id(t' = r)-c x p { i(E q= Ep)(t' = n}cp * =p(r' ^ r"')V (r' = r"')
c —t"' —t(01) - f(03)

■ex p { -i(E r = Ep)(t' = t"')} (pr=p(r' = r'") ■exp{i(En- E p)(t' = t"')}
= Unp(En- E pr 3 UppUppexp{i(En- E p)(tw = t{3))}.

(28)

PERTURBATION ORDER 6

PERTURBATION ORDERS
o

C ^2^y
U L

PERTURBATION ORDER 2
o

( >5
AV
2 3

PERTURBATION ORDER 3

2 C ^ j5

3 4

4

"6

He
5

IH6

2vJi
3
iv6

3
vi6

3 ^
Vll6

(1=2

, Q

I*3

3

'9

PERTURBATION ORDER 4

1t

C13

J 3
2

Vlllfi

°

0

3

123
C2--3
>)
IV,
PERTURBATION ORDER'5

Xll6

'1=3=5
XV6

2 l*

1=3=4

J1-25
3 4
Xlll6

"if

XIV6

1=4=5

^=3=4
XVII6

XVIfi

1
2=3=5

:2=4=5

XXC

XIX,

XVlllc

2 7K3=4--5

5

XXL

2=4=5

1=2=3=5

'1=2=3=4
XXII.

3
XXIII6

Fig. 7. Diagrams for the perturbation orders from .V= 1 to
N = 6: the beginning-end point is represented by v; arrows
above the point symbols are omitted: the contractions on the
scale are represented by colons. The diagram for the main
term of order N is labeled by Ov.
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obtain from (25):
Unp(En- E pr l Upp(En—Ep)~1
2=3 4 5

434=5
2
XXIV6

2=3=4=5

xxv6

XXVIp

■Upr(En- E rr l Urn ' T(4);

(29)

from (26):
Unp(En- E pr l Upq(En—Eq)~1
-U„(Em- E qr l Uqn ir(4);

(30)

from (27):
Unp(En- E pr l Upq(En- E qr l
' Uqp(En—E p )'1 Upn it(4);

(31)

and from (28):
Unp(En- E pr 3 UPP Upp Upn it(4).

XXXIi6

XXXf

(32a)

5. Postulate concerning the static part
and the sign of AE(CN)
The static part of AE[N) is essentially a product of
the matrix elements Uxß, the number of which is equal
to N. For example, the static part of the main term for
iV= 4 is

XXXIIIf

XXXIV6

XXXV6

Vnp Upq uqr urn

(33)

see Section 3. Time contractions make that some in
dices entering the main static part given in (33) repeat
more than twice whereas other indices are cancelled.
For example the time contractions (21), (21a), (21b),
and (21 c) discussed in Sect. 4 give respectively
XXXVIIg

XXXVII16

04=5

XXXIX6
Fig. 7.

XLI«

where again in the last term under the integral the
substitution (19) is taken into account together with
(21c).
In order to get the integral over the whole cycle,
expression (25) has to be integrated over t'", r'" and rIV,
rIV, whereas (26), (27) and (28) solely over rIV, rIV This
is done according to the rules given in Section 3. We

Unp Upp Upr Urn,

(34)

unpupquqquqn,

(34 a)

Unpupquqpupn,

(34 b)

Unpuppuppupn.

(34 c)

Any contraction gives a loop, or loops, on a diagram
representing a given cycle of time intervals, and we
postulate that the static part corresponding to any
loop should be: (i) independent of the position of this
loop in a cycle; (ii) equal to the static part of the same
loop when it represents a separate cycle. For example,
Upp in (34) comes from the loop with only one point on
the loop, and we postulate that this static part should
be equal to Unn, which is a static part for the loop of
the same kind making a cycle for its own; the same
concerns the loop giving Uqq (34a), and two loops
giving Upp Upp, (34c). On the next step the product,
Upq Uqp in (34 b) comes from a loop which has two
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Table I. The correspondence between the diagrams of Fig. 7 and the Brueckner-Huby terms for the RS perturbation series
for energy of a non-degenerate state. Perturbation orders from N = 1 to N = 6 are examined. The points on diagrams in which
2. 3. 4... loops touch give, respectively. P2, P3. P4. ... and the arcs on the loops between the points are represented by V.
N= 1
N= 2
N= 3 o,
13
N= 4 04
K
IF
"U
iv,
jv= 5 o,
i5
«5
iii,
iv5
v5
vi5
vii,
vni.
ix5 "
x.
xi 5
x il

<v>
<vpv>
<vpvpv>
-<vp-v><v>
(vpvpvpv)
-<vp2vpv><v>
-<vp2v><vpv>
-<vpvp2v><v>
<vp-,v>«v»2
(vpvpvpv)
-<vp2vpvpv)<v>
-<vp2vpv)<vpv)
-<vp2v)<vpvpv)
-<vpvp2vpv)<v)
-<vpvp2v)<vpv)
-<vpvpvp2v)<v>
<vp-,vpv)«v»2
<vp3v)<v)<vpv)
<vp3v)<vpv)<v)
<vpvp3v>«v»2
-<vp4v)«v»3
<vp2vp2v)«v»2

(<vp2v»2<v>
<vpvpvpvpvpv>
-<vp2vpvpvpv><v>
-<vp2vpvpv><vpv>
-<vp2vpv><vpvpv>
iv6 -<vp2v><vpvpvpv>
-<vpvp2vpvpv><v>
V,
vi6 -<vpvp2vpv><vpv>
vii, -<vpvp2v><vpvpv>
viii6 -<vpvpvp2vpv><v>
ix6 -<vpvpvp2v><vpv>
-<vpvpvpvp2v><v>
xh
<vp3vpvpv>«v»2
xi6
<vp3vpv><v><vpv>
xii6
<vp3v><v><vpvpv>
xiii,
xiv6 <vp3vpv><vpv><v>
<vp3v>«vpv»2
xvh
xvih <vp3v><vpvpv><v>
xvii6 <vpvp3vpv>«v»2
xviii6 <vpvp3v><v><vpv>
xix6 <vpvp3v><vpv><v>
<vpvpvp3v>«v»2
xx6

x iil
N= 6 o h
h
»6

points on it. The static part for this loop - when it
represents a separate cycle - is Unq Uqn, and we postu
late that this value should be substituted for Upq Uqp.
In effect, instead of (34)—(34c) we obtain

xxi6
xxii6
xxiiih
xxiv,
xxv6
xxvi6
xxviih
xxvmh
xxix6
xxx6
xxxi6
xxxii6
xxxiii,,
xxxiv6
xxxv6
xxxvi6
xxvii6
xxxviii6
xxxix6
x l6
x li6

-<vp4vpv>«v»3
-<vp4v>«v»2<vpv>
-<vp4v>«v»2<vpv>
-<vp4v><vpv>«v»2
-<vpvp4>«v»3
<vp5v>«v»4
<vp2vp2vpv>«v»2
<vp2vp2v><v><vpv>
<vp2vpvp2v>«v»2
-<vp2vp3v>«v»3
<vp2vp2v><vpv><v>
<vpvp2vp2v>«v»2
-<vp3vp2v>«v»3
<vp2vpv><vp2v><v>
<vp2v><vp2vpv><v>
(<vp2v»2<vpv>
<vp2v><vpvp2v><v>
-<vp2v><vp3v>«v»2
<vpvp2v><vp2v><v>
-<vp3v><vp2v>«v»2
-<vp3v><vp2v>«v»2

represents one loop. The sequence V W ... V within
the bracket is an abbreviated formula for
unpupvuqr...u :n

(37)

whereas the sequence P* P1' P' ... is for

unp Upr urn unn,

(35)

Unp Upq uqn unn,

(35a)

(38)

Unp Upn unp upn,

(35b)

Unp Upn Unn Unn ■

(35c)

In a final result for the RS series any sum over p, q,
r ... is done separately for each loop. The sign of AE[N)
is defined by the number / of loops in the diagram by
the formula

where any term, or product of terms, which begins and
ends with the subscript n corresponds to one loop.
This procedure can be extended to any cycle. For
example, for N = 6 we have one (main) cycle repre
sented by one loop and 41 cycles having diagrams
composed of more than one loop. The diagrams for
Ar= l, 2 ,..., 6 are represented on Figure 7. With the
aid of the postulate given above any of the diagrams
give some zl£[/V) which is equal to some BruecknerHuby (BH) term. A full list representing the corre
spondence between diagrams and the BH terms for
N = 1, 2 ,..., 6 is given in Table 1. Any bracket
<VPa VP" VP' ... v>

(36)
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This formula completes the representation of the RS
series with the aid of AE[N).
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